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 There are also dozens of thematic styles such as red and green Christmas ornament designed
nails, elegant floral patterns for spring, or tie-dye for summer season. You'll find a huge
selection of dramatic nail artwork designs from multi-colored graphic patterns, to plays of
textures and finish. Want super glossy nails for the beach? Just swap out different polish colours
or textures, or add and subtract components to get any style you see! Get rockin' with the
tough crackle look, or simply go natural with an attractive, simple matte finish.500 Nail Designs
is a assortment of gorgeous, inspired nail appears. Take with you to the salon, tell your friends,
or use the photos to generate your own tips. With a quick lesson for the perfect manicure, you'll
be able to recreate these appears in a snap! 500 Nail Designs may be the ultimate nail
artwork inspirational sourcebook for fashionistas. How about accent glitters for a particular
date?
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this is really a nice full colored book this is a really nice full colored book, the only real problem
that I have with it is you are not shown how to achieve the designs. Just a reserve of photos.
No nail art tutorials.! Definitely LOVE the designs in this book Certainly LOVE the designs in this
book! Bought as something special. Perfect That is in perfect condition. She does her own art
but this offered her a protracted amount of ideas. Just pics Just pictures, no how two recreate.
love it love all the nail designs. Very happy! love the book. awesome designs. Great designs for
people who prefer to create and do their own. I'm soon to go to school to be a nail tech and
these are fantastic designs for an artist just getting started. Cant wait until my girl can open
on Xmas. Would recommend getting a brush package to go with it. I know how to do the
majority of the nail designs.just photos Very disappointed. Change your nails any time you
want. I don't recommend this for a person who is just starting to do nail art. All sorts of Nails! I
desire I possibly could find an writer that published a publication with nail tutorials for fairly
designs. Only shaded photos of the finished nail design. Holiday nails, everyday nails, fun nails!
Three Stars There are no onstructions, just pictures. I have received my package! Thank you!
Five Stars Thank you! Five Stars Great quality, the book was barely used.
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